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I. INTRODUCTION
Anasa tristis has been the object of several
cytological studies and investigations. As early as 1899
Paulmier published an account of the complete spermatogenesis of this Hemipteron. Faust ( '13) and Faust and
Zeleny ('15) used Anasa for studies in size dimorphism.
Bowen's "Studies on Insect Spermatogenesis" ('20,

1

22a, '22b)

were based on observations of the Hemiptera although the
members of another family were used. Montgomery ( 1 01,
and Wilson ('07,

1

09, '12,

~13)

1

06,

1

12)

used the Hemiptera for studies

of the chromosomes.
The more recent papers on spermatogenesis in
Hemiptera although not concerned directly with members of the
family to which Anasa belongs cause one to wonder what
similarities or differences might be observed in a oareful
oomparison and therefore how spermatogenesis in Anasa tristis
compares with that in other Hemiptera.
The excellent work of Paulmier has been available
at all times for comparison of observations. Nothing new
was found in the spermatogonial divisions, and very little
in the spermatooyte divisions. But in the spermatid transformation stages it was possible to obtain a more complete
series and thus to follow more closely and to understand
more clearly the ohanges from spermatoaytes to mature sperms.
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The most interesting observations were those
ma.de on living material. To my knowledge the germ cells of'
Anasa have never before been studied in the living condition.
It was possible to find in living material most or the stages
which could be seen in stained material. However, it is
sometimes difficult to see the details which can be studied
so thoroughly and at complete leisure in the permanent
preparations • .But it is remarkable and most interesting to
note how nearly the stained cells

ap~roximate

the living

cells in size and detail.
In this paper then an attempt is made (1) to
present a more oomplete series of spermatid transformation
stages for Anasa than that previously described, (2) to
follow these stages as completely as possible in living cells,
and thus (3) to determine now spermatid transformation stages
of Anasa tristis compare in general with those or other tlemiptera.

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS
As has been previously inferred, all observations
were ma.de on Anasa tristis, the common "squash-bug" belonging
to family coreina of the or4er Hemiptera-lieteroptera. The
material was collected in the fall of 1929 in Lawrence,
Kansas, and in the summer of 1932 in Baldwin City, Kansas.
Of the methods used, Flemming's fixation and
iron-haema toxylin staining

:pro~red

tne most sa tisre.ctory
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for general work. However,_ Flemming's fluid without acetic
acid followed by iron-haemato:xylin gave superior
preparations for the study or s ome st s.c es

h~

tne development

of the nebenkern.
For the study of living material the testes were
dissected out and placed immediately on a glass slide in a
few drops of modified Ringer's solution. Subsequent treatment
of the testis depended upon the type of study ror which it was
to be used. If observations were to be made on cysts or
groups of cysts and it was therefore necessary that the cyst
walls be left intact, the cover glass was lowered gently
over the nutrient fluid contain;;ing the testis and a blotter
was used to draw o:tr the liquid tnus allowing tlle weight
of the cover to gently press ou t ·the cysts.
aJ.mo s ·c n.n en t i r0 .lob e

0 o tLUl b -3 d :i.--,::,,'Nl1

~ometimes

out i n tn i s ws.y.

.J ll.t

if a 3ore det a iled study of individual cells was to be made,

the testis was literally torn to pieces berore tne cover
was dropped in place. In either case the preparation ws s
s e aled. ag.J.inst e x c o s s 1ve e -r ...p or D.t i on by

J)l L ch~c

u. ring o:r

ncl t e d. p ci.:!."'C:.:f°i'i.n ;.11·om1cl the c ove r .

III. OBSERVATIONS
A. SPERMATOGONIAL DIVISIONS
In the spermatogonial divisions following the
resting stage the nuclear we.l'l ; disappears and the
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twenty-two chromosomes are arranged on the mataphase plate
(Fig. 1). By this time the cells are arranged in cysts.
This is not a haphazard or chance arrangement as may be
readily concluded from the fact that in each cell the
long axis points toward the center and the metaphase
plate is at right angles to the long axis (Fig.l). The
number of cells in each cyst is also apparently constant.
B • WiA. TURA TI ON

The maturation divisions have been described
in such detail by Paulmier that only a brief summary is
necessary here to make a continuous story of spermatogenesis.
1.

Firs~

Division

Following the last spermatogonial division the
individual chromosomes lose their identity and take the form of
filaments which shorten into rods. Synapsis occurs and is
followed by splitting in the longitudinal plane. The
chromatin again becomes granular (Fig.2) and in this stage
a dark staining chromatin mass takes its place on the
nuclear membrane. According to Paulmier this represents
the small chromosomes. Soon the chromatin becomes organized
into bodies such as those represented in Fig. 3, which by
condensation result in tetrads (Fig.4). With no reduction in
the chromatin content of the nucleus the twenty-two chromosomes
of the spermatogonia have been reorganized into eleven tetrads.
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By

thi~

time the centriole has divided and the

resulting two aentrioles have taken up their positions
opposite each other on the nuclear membrane (Fig. 4).
Spindle fibers appear, the nuolear membrane disappears,
the astral rays lengthen, and the chromosomes take their
plaoes thus forming an equatorial plate. A polar view of
this plate shows that the chromosomes take definite
patterns of arrangement (Fig. 5). Typically, this takes the
form of a ring of nine chromosomes pointing toward the center,
one chromosome outside the circle and the small one in the
center. _Ill: :the exceptions to this grouping there are ten
chromosomes in a ring with the small one in the center, or
nine chromosomes in the ring with two in the center. one of
which is again the small tetrad.
The division which follows (Fig. 6) is reduot·1·ona-1 . '
As the chromosomes move toward the poles the fibers on
one side of the spindle seem to contract giving the
anaphase plates the appearance of •tmirrored images" of
each other (Fig. 8).
As the new cell wall appears and terminates the
telophase, .the ends of the spindle fibers in the zone of
division begin to stain more darkly (Fig. 9). These go
to form the so-called mid-body.
Until the early anaphase of this division the
protoplams surrounding the spindle appears homogenous as
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to structure. At that time the granular portions seem to move
away from the spindle (Fig. 7) leaving it immediately
surrounded by a relatively clear zone. As the chromosomes
reach the poles of the spindle the granules collect
around them and dark staining bodies apparently differentiated
from this granular mass make their appearance (Figs. 8, 9).
2. Second Division
The second division takes place very soon after
the first. This is an · equa=t1·on· division. In the metaphase
the

arr~ngement

of the chromosomes is not quite as regular

as in the first division but ·there is always a more or less
irregular ring with the small chromosome in the center (Fig.lo).
In the anaphase the undivided small chromosome
seems undecided as to which way to go and a little later
may be seen lagging behind the others on its way to one
of the poles (Fig.11). According to Foot and Strobell ('07)
there is some variation here and the small chromosome is
not always undivided.
As the cell wall begins to constrict the
mitochondria condense to form a flocculent mass around the
chromosomes (Fig.12).
Division of the cell and reorganization of the
nucleus now take place very rapidly and each of the
resulting cells is ready for the changes which will
transform it into a mature sperm.
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C. SPERWLATID TRANSFORMATION STAGES
In order to follow the development of each of the
parts which compose the mature sperm without losing sight of
the development of the whole it has seemed best to divide
the series of transformation stages into units which can be
treated separately. The following stages were suggested by
Bowen ('22b) and adopted as a means of more clearly
presenting the facts.
Stage a. The formation of the spermatid. Following
the second spermatocyte division the cell shows almost
immediately the early characteristics of spermatid development.
The mitochondria form a nebenkern, the Golgi-bodies unite to
form the acroblast and the stage closes as the nebenkern is
preparing for division.
Stage b. In this stage the nebenkern divides and
elongates, at the same time enclosing the growing tail
filament. The acroblast migrates around the head and the
acrosome takes its permanent position at the anterior of
the head.
Stage c. The head elongates, assumes the
characteristic appearance of the mature sperm, and the
metamorphosis is completed.
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1. stage a
At the close of the second spermatocyte division,
the individual chromosomes lose their identity very quiakly
and form a dark staining mass on the nuclear membrane (Fig.6).
This soon disappears and the nucleus stains very lightly
until its development reaches the latter part of stage b.
The mitochondria which surrounded the chromosomes
of the second spermatocyte division like a fleecy cloud
now condense into the nebenkern. The structure of this
body appears at first to be homogenous (Fig. 14) but
shortly the exterior loses its smoothness and the whole
becomes vacuolated (Fig. 17). In this condition it is
sometimes described as having the appearance of a "blackberry". As will be noticed, the vacuoles are arranged in
rings. When Flemming's without acetic is used as the fixing
agent the nebenkern stains very darkly but the vacuoles are
indicated by the irregular periphery (Fig. 18).
Soon the external surface again becomes smooth and the
material forming the walls of the vacuoles seemingly collects
between the former rings leaving the contents of the former
vacuoles to flow together also forming rings (Fig. 21). These
concentric rings can also be seen in the living cells (Fig. 20).
They are perhaps due to the arrangement of the parts of the
neben~ern

rather than to a change in its structure, for

throughout its development, at least throughout its early
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development the nebenkern consists of two kinds of material
one of which stains more darkly than the other. As the
nebenkern begins to show signs of division these concentrio
rings divide so tha.t each future half of the nebenkern

again shows concentric rings (Fig. 22).
At the beginning of this stage the Golgi-bodies
appear as dark rings surrounding a clear vesicle. They are
somewhat scattered but tending to collect near the future
posterior part of the head of the spermatid (Fig. 14).
Sometimes they are also scattered over the surface of the
nebenkern ( .tig. 15). However, they soon come to lie in the
groove between the nucleus and the nebenkern. Here they fuse
into one body which now appears as a clear vesicle
surrounded by a darkly staining disk (Figs. 17, 18). This
body, the acroblast, retains its position until the
nebenkern and the tail filament have become quite elongate.
During this time it is slowly increasing in size, the
vesicle showing a greater increase than the disk.
By this time the centriole has migrated to its
position on the nuclear membrane in the plane of division
of the nebenkern. It appears as a single body.
Cysts of degenerating cells are often found in
this stage of development. The nucleus takes a very deep
stain while the surrounding cytoplasm is clear (Fig. 19).
Similar cells are found in other stages but they appear
most abundantly during the time that the nebenkern is
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forming and preparing for division.
2. Stage b
The nucleus reaches its maximum size by the end
of the first stage and during the second stage decreases
until at the end of this stage it is reduced to its
minimun, size (Fig. 41).
The chromatin lining of the nucleus also shows
some characteristic changes. At the time the nebenkern is
dividing most of the chromatin has condensed to form an
irregular layer lining the nuclear membrane. One darkLy
staining mass is still in the center of the nucleus.
However, it soon disappears from this position or loses
its affinity for stain, the center of the nucleus clears,
and the chromatin lining becomes so thin and smooth that
it can scarcely be distinguished from the nuclear
membrane (Fig. 27). As the size of the head decreases the
chromatin iining thickens and roughens (Fig. 30). But as
the acrosome moves toward its final position the chromatin
again smooths out and begins to take a deeper stain. This
difference in the ability to take stain is also
characteristic of the rest of the head which often becomes
almost black (¥ig. 40).
The more darkly staining substance of the
nebenkern becomes arranged in several threads which are
parallel to the future long axis of the sperm (Fig. 23).
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These disappear as the nebenkern divides (]'ig. 24) and
after this no differentiation as to the structure of
the nebenkern can be seen in "straight" Flemming
preparations. However, when acetic acid is omitted from
the fixative a cross section of the nebenkern shows that
it is still composed of two dirferent .types of substances,
the darker surrounding the lighter (Fig. 32).

Immediately after its division into two equal
parts the nebenkern begins to elongate (Fig. 26). This
continues until the diameter of the two halves becomes
very small. At first the nebenl{ern seems to lie as ·
closely as possible to the nucleus but as elongation takes
place the parts move posteriorly and become attached to the
nucleus by a mere thread (¥ig. 31). At this stage the two
parts are often much twisted upon each other.
The tail filament grows out from the centriole
just llefore the division of the nebenkern. As they both
elongate the filament comes to lie between the halves of
the nebenkern (Fig. 27).
During the early parj; of this stage the acroblast retains

its former position with reference to the nucleus and

nebenke~n

and the only visiole change is the growth of the vesicle.
When the neoenkern and tail filament have elongated considerably
the acroblast begins the migrations which ·eventually will
bring it to a permanent position. It moves completely around
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.

· ·.

the nucleus, the inner lightly staining portions always
.

remaining in close oontact with the nuclear membrane.
As it starts upward again toward the anterio.i ' of the
head the two parts begin to separate (Fig. 39) and the ..
outer shell is cast off. It makes its way down along
the tail pushing out the cell wall as it goes along
(Fig. 40) and finally disappears. The acrosome now
takes a very deep stain and becomes applied so

close~y

to the nucleus that the nuclear membrane is flattened
(fig. 40) and finally a shallow groove is formed (Fig. 41).
The acrosome soon reaches its permanent position at the
anterior of the head although it is never quite in ..line
with the main axis of the cell. When permanently
established the acrosome again stains lightly and a
small granule either is differentiated or is brought
into view by the change in the staining ability of the
rest of the body (Fig. 43).
Simultaneously, the cytoplasm of the anterior
part of the cell has become so reduced that except in the
posterior part of the head the cell wall lies directly
upon the nuclear wall (Fig. 42).
At the beginning of this stage the cells have
no apparent order in the cyst. However, as the nebenkern
and the tail filament elongate they begin to arrange
themselves aro1ll1d the edge of the cyst with the nuclear
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wall near the periphery and the long axis of the cell
directed toward the center. The cyst now elongates
making it possible for all the cells to lie in a row
with their heads and tails parallel. As the entire
cell increases its length the members of each cyst
turn so that the long axis of each cell lies parallel .
to the long axis of the cyst (Fig. 60). Thus, the mature
sperm are found in bundles with heads and tails together.
3. Stage c

As soon as the

ac~osome

comes to rest at the

anterior of the nucleus the head begins to elongate. At
the same time the interior of the nucleus clears (Fig. 46).
The chromatin which prior to this time has
formed a lining of uniform thickness for the nucleus now
shrinks away from the posterior region of that body (Fig. 48).
The chromatin lining is thus thicker at the anterior of the
head. Another peculiar change is the thickening of the
chromatin on one side of the nucleus. However, as the head
begins to resemble that of a mature sperm the distribution
is

aga~n

symmetrical. A similar transitory condition has

been described for Murgantia (Bowen '22 b).
As the head continues to elongate the two
chromatin layers seem to fuse into one (Fig. 52), and then
to again separate (Fig.55). Cross sections of this stage
show that the appearance of either of these conditions
depends upon the side from which the head is viewed (Fig. 53).
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If one looks at it from either of the sides to which the
chromatin rods adhere, the head seems to be composed of
a single chromatin rod surrounded by a protoplasmic sheath
(Fig. 52). If the head is rotated half a turn it shows
two parallel chromatin rods separated by a clear staining
region. Thus, Figs. 51 and 52 have the same chromatin
arrangement. This can also be observed when a head in
this stage is partly turned on itself and both views are
represented in the same individual (Fig. 54).
The head now increases slightly in length . and
when mature consists of a single chromatin rod around which
the protoplasmic sheath is no longer visible (Fig. 56). At
an earlier stage the sheath is easily seen and is sometimes
much folded along the head region,Fig. 51). But in the
mature sperm it can be seen only ir.. the tail where it forms
an envelope enclosing the nebenkern and tail filament.
As the head increases in length the "cap" at the
anterior end becomes pointed (Fig. 47)

S I1'JVJS

and~a

small darkly

staining granule which takes its position a little anterior
to the chromatin rod (Fig. 56). This granule can also be
seen in the living cell.
A .peculiar and transitory condition found in the
latter part of the preceeding stage or the early part of
this stage is the presence of

en~argements

or "blabs"
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along the tail (Fig. 45). They are often very numerous
and some of the individuals are almost as large as the
head. They are seen very readily in the living cells of

this stage where they appear as almost transparent swellings
with the tail forming a longitudinal axis for each. Soon
they disappear as quickly and mysteriously as they aame and
the tail bears no evidence of their previous existence.
This stage ends when metamorphosis is complete and
the sperm are therefore mature. The head is now slightly
bent at the anterior end and the head diameter is very little
greater than that of the tail (Figs. 57, 58). In length, the
tail is approximately four times that of the head (Fig. 59).
The cysts in which the sperm are bundled together
are barrel shaped with the heads occupying the slightly
broader end. In the live material these cyst walls are almost
transparent except for the enormous nuclei of the epithelium
(Fig. 60).
In the vas deferens, in the live preparations, the
sperm are seen plaited together giving the appearance of a
rope which has been cut and is beginning to fray at the ends.
If in the live material the cyst walls are broken
the individual sperm thus liberated are very active and
continue so .frrr:r several ·hours.
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But in common with all other living cells they mu·s t have
oxygen and the length of time during which they will continue
active thus depends in part upon the supply of that element.
This is a logical assumption brtt in one preparation of living
material its truth was presented in a most interesting marmer.
The testis of this preparation had been under
observation for several hours and the mature sperm(the only
ones which show movement) were becoming inactive. However,
along a rather small branch of the trachea where the oxygen
supply was not yet exhausted they still showed great activity.
The movements were most rapid along the larger part of this
branch of the air tube and decreased toward the small end
and away from the tube so that at a rather short distance
from this oxygen supply the sperm were inactive.
This observation was very interesting in itself but
its value lies in the hint which it gives us of what might
be done with living cells if the normal oxygen supply could
be retained. The normal development of the germ cells which
is soon retarded and at best continues for only a relatively
shor~y;

period in suoh preparations might thus be observed

over a muoh longer period of time, the exact length of which
would depend on how nearly we were able to approximate the
normal conditions of the testis.
As described by Paulmier ( 1 99) and Faust ( 1 13)
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the spermatids of Anasa tristis are often in the form of
"giants". These appear normal in every way except that they
have either a double or a quadruple apportionment of parts
(Figs. 28,29).

IV. DISCUSSION
The spermatogenesis of Anasa up to the spermatid
transformation stages has been so completely worked out by
Paulmier that its summary given above will suffice without
additional discussion. It might

h~wever

be added tgat the

development agrees in general with that described for
Oncopetus and Lygaeus (Wilson

1

12) except that in these

there is the XY type of dimorphism.

A. The Nebenkern
Paulmier believed the nebenkern to be formed .from
the yolk granules and the remains of the spindle fibers.
Investigators of more recent years have

discard~ d

the idea

that the spindle fibers participate in its formation for
observations show only the condensed mitovhondria to be the
origin of the nebenkern.
The "blackberry" stage of the nebenkern has been
observed in other Hemiptera by Bowen ('22b) and its change
into a vacuolated condition giving the appearance of concentric
rings is common to the order (Bowen

1

22a, '22b). Members of
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family Pantatomidae (Bowen '22b) also show in common with
Anasa the fusion of these vacuoles to form rows which lie
parallelli to the plane of division of the ne·benkern. As far
as can be observed the nebenkern continues to consist of two
kinds of material one of which forms the core of eaah half of
the nebenkern and is completely enclosed by the other.
Pentatomidae show a similar nebenkern structure (Bowen '22b).
Paulmier failed to see the swellings or "blebs" of
the nebenkern characteristic of the period when the nucleus is
beginning to elongate. Bowen ('22a,

1

22b) finds them in other

members of the Hemiptera but due to their variability of
appearance leaves a shade of doubt as to their real existence;
"For some reason which I have not discovered, there
is considerable variability in the occurance of these swellings,
and they are not infrequently absent from the entire cyst of
spermatids at an age when one would expect them to be well
developed. Not infrequently the fixation mf these cysts is
obviously not as favorable as that of their

neighb~rs;

but

taking all such possibilities into account, it is still
difficult bo explain their variability. It is possible,
though not pwobable, that the swellings themselves are in part
artifacts, but their typical ocourance after many kinds of
fixatives negatives such an assumption''.
However, these swellings are readily seen in the
living cells and thus there is no doubt as to the reality of
their existence in Hemiptera.
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Another stage which Paulmier fails to mention is
that in which the nebenkern seems to be attached to the nucleus
by a mere thread (Fig. 31). As this can be seen in detail only
when the acetic aoid is omitted from Flemming's it is not
surprising that it is absent from his series of observations.
B. The Acroblast
Perhaps the most serious mistake made by Paulmier
is his statement that the acroblast arises or rather ''breaks
off" from the nebenkern. However, this conclusion might easily
be reached when straight Flemming's is used for the aoroblast
when first seen in suoh preparations is lying in contact with
or at least very close to the nebenkern. (The term acroblast
is used in the sense in which Bowen defines it as the "body or
bodies from which the aorosome is derivedtt). But when acetid
acid is omitted from the fixative the mystery is solved and
the acroblast is seen to be formed by the fusion of several
individual Golgi-bodies.
Another mistaken idea concerning the acroblast
(Paulmier) is the conclusion that it does not rotate around the
head before the acrosome takes its final position at the
anterior of that body. This migration does thke place in Anasa
at approximately the same time and in the same manner as
that described for other Hemiptera by Bowen ('22a, '22b),
Montgomery ('12). and Wilson ( '13).
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c.

The Centriole

The centriole was visible in most stages but there
was never any evidence of its division during the transformations of the spermatid as described for Murgantia (Bowen
1

22b) and Euschistus (Montgomery '12).
D. The Mature Sperm
Faust ('13) describes the head of the mature sperm

of Anasa as being enclosed in a cytoplasmic sheath which
"extends anterior to the anterior end of the chromatin rod
and is continuous posteriorly with the sheath of the axial
filament". Bowen ff22b) from his studies on Murgantia believes
the head to be only a chromatin rod without a protoplasmic
sheath. In the head of the mature sperm of Anasa the sheath
cannot be seen but it is possible

tha~

it lies so closely to

the chromatin .r od as to no longer be visible. According to
Faust ('13) the acrosome can not be distinguished but it is
still visible and can be made out as a small darkly staining
body. It is also visible in living cells.
A comparative study shows the spermatid transformation stages to follow very closely those described for
other Hemiptera ( Bowen '20, '22a, '22b; Montgomeny
'12; Wilson '12, '13).

1

01.

1

06.
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V. SUMMARY
l. The spermatogonia become enclosed by walls and all further
development takes place in cysts. The cells pass through a
period of active division at the end of which they are known
as spermatocytes.
2. The first spermatocyte division is

re~ue·t'i· ona·l

and of the

two daughter cells formed each has 11 chromosomes.
3. The second spermatocyte division is an aqua-t-i.on division.
In it an odd chromosome passes undivided to one of the
daughter cells. One daughter cell thus receives ten
chromosomes, the other receives eleven.
4. The nucleus increases in size and the mitochondria condense
to

for~

the nebenkern. This body becomes vacuolated in such a

way as to resemble a "blackberry", the vacuoles run together
and give the appearance of concentric rings, after which they
become arranged in the direction of the future long axis of the
cell. The Golgi-bodies fuse to form the acroblast.
5. The cell decreasee. greatly in size; the nebenkern divides and
elongates and the growing tail filament comes to lie between
its halves. The acroblast after migrating once around the
head again goes forward and comes to lie at the anterior of the
head. A small darkly staining granule appears in the newly
established "cap".
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6. swellings or "blabs" appear along the tail but last for
only a short time. The head elongates, the chromatin lining
becomes thickened along one side, and the layers along
either side finally fuse to form the chromatin rod of the
mature sperm. The sperm are found in the testis in barrel
shaped bundles or cysts. In the living material they are
very active when 11 bera·ted.
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PLATES
Explanation of Plates
All drawings were made with the aid of a camera
luoida from a magnification of 2400 diameters. The
photomicrographs are of living material.

PLATE I.
Explanation of Figures
l. Spermatogonial divisions. Cells arranged in cyst.
2. Chromatin elements preparing for tetrad formation.
3, 4. Formation of tetrads. Centrioles on opposite sides

of nucleus.
5, 6, 7, 8, 9. First Spermatocyte Division
5. Meta:phase of first spermatooyte division, polar view.
6. Lateral view of metaphase.
7. Early anaphase.

a.

Late anaphase; each chromosome plate appears as a "mirrored
image" of the other.

9. Telo_phase.
10, 11. 12. Second Spermatocyte Division.
10. Metaphase of sedond spermatocyte division. polar view.
11. Anaphase.
12. Telophase; mitochondria surrounding chromosomes.
13. Reconstruction of nucrleus following last spermatocyte
division.
14. Mitochondria condensed to form nebenkern; Golgi-bodies
scattered.
15. Golgi--b odies scattered over sufface of nebenkern.
16. Golgi-bodies tending to collect in groove between nucleus
and nebenkern.

17, 18. Nebenkern at "blaokberry" stage; Golgi-bodies have
fused to form aero.b last.
19. Degenerating aell.
20. Nebenkern structures arranged in aonoentric rings.
(Living Material)
21. Concentrio rings show division in the future plane of
division of the nebenkern. (Living Material)
22. Deeper oonstriction appearing in nebenkern in plane of
future division.
23. Constituents of nebenkern organized into lightly staining
material and darker longitudinal threads; nucleus reaohes
maximum size.
24. Nehenkern divided; tail filament lying in groove.
25. Same stage as 24.
26. Nebenkern elongation, aoroblast still in original position.
27. Approximately same stage as 26 showing elongation tail
filament.
28. ,Giant oell with two oentrioles and a tail filament growing
from eaoh.
29. Giant oell with all parts double.
30. Nucleus decreasing in size; chromatin lining thicker;
nebenkern elongating and enclosing tail filament.
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PLATE II

Explanation of Figures
31. Nebenkern attached to nucleus by thread like structure.
32. Cross-section of 31: ; nebenkern ·halves each composed .o f
two types of material.·one of which forms a oore for
the other.
33. Approximately same stage as 32; vesicle of acroblast
increasing in size. (Living Material)
34, 35 {Living Material), 36. Variable positions of a.croblast
prior to migration around head; vesicle still enlarging;
nebenkern elongated.
37. Acroblast migration in progress. (Living Material)
38. Aoroblast at anterior of head.
39. Aoroblast has come again to original position, vesicle
and disk beginning to separate.
40. Chromatin lining of nucleus very smooth; vesicle of
acroblast completely separated from outer shell.
Acrosome lies very close to nuclear membrane; Golgmremnant disappearing down tail.
41. Nucleus reaches minimum size; acrosorne almost to final
position.
42. Acrosome in permanent position.
43. Head begins to elongate; acrosome stains more lightly
and a dark granule appears.

44. Head continues to elongate, assuming a spindle shape.
The whole is somewhat vacuolated.
46. A little later stage than 44; "blabs" or swellings . are
present along the tail. (Living Material)
46. Chromatin lining of nucleus shrinks from oentriole regions
and appears thickened on one side.
47. Thickening of chromatin layer .on one side more apparent.
48, 50. Head continues to elongate.
49. Cross-section of 48.
51. Protoplasmic sheath much folded along elongating head. ·
52, 54. Different views of approximately the same stage.

53. Cross-section of above stage showing 53 and 54 to have
the same arrangement of chromatin.
55. Head a little more elongate.
56. Mature sperm; two chromatin rods have fused into one;
acrosome at anterior of chromatin rod.
57. Cross-section of tail of mature sperm.
58. Cross-section of head of mature sperm.
59. Diagram

~f matu~e

sperm to show entire length and relative

lengths of head and tail.
60. Mature sperm in cyst; cyst wall characterized by presence
of enormous nuoleii.

46
45

'

-

.

52

•

58

54

57

PLATE III
Explanation of Figures
All figures are photomiorographs .of living cells.
61, 62, 64, 65. Division stages

63. Cyst of mature sperm

61

63
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